Kodak Capture Pro Software

Extract Essential
Business Data
with Accuracy
and Speed
Where Digital Transformation Starts
Organizations today are faced with a near-constant influx of paper and digital documents that threaten employee productivity. With the
exponential growth of data that arrives in various formats and from multiple sources, organizations must find new and innovative ways to
take the complexity out of information capture.

Overcoming Capture Complexity
The myriad of document types and capture needs is ever expanding across
organizations, requiring agile and efficient solutions. In order to overcome this
information capture complexity, modern capture solutions must be flexible
enough to adapt to these needs.
An organization’s capture needs can vary depending on the point of origin
for these business critical documents. From centralized scanning processes
to departmental workflows, modern business process efficiency relies on the
ability to combine paper and a variety of e-document types into the same
streamlined solution.

Capture
Pro

Gain Your Competitive Advantage
Kodak Capture Pro helps ensure that business processes run smoothly,
reducing costs and enabling innovation that improves customer experience.
It truly is the key to overcoming challenges related to secure and reliable
capture. And, by letting you share information across your organization, it
enables knowledge sharing and collaboration throughout your enterprise.
Optimized to Work Together
Your business optimization comes to life when document scanners and
capture software work together. Kodak Capture Pro works seamlessly
with scanners from many different manufacturers, so you can leverage your
existing investment while building new data capture solutions to improve your
business workflows.

Automatically turn volumes of
scanned data into information
that’s ready to use

“We needed software which could be run on a multi-location basis and cater to the fast
integration of different size businesses…Capture Pro is ideal to do this.” - Rob Allen, TechTrek

Empower your decision makers with efficient, streamlined business
processes that eliminate information bottlenecks
Access to accurate information at the right time is critical to making the right business decisions. Without the right data, business process delays
cause bottlenecks that take productivity, and profitability, to a halt.
Organizations need capture technology that delivers results without getting in the way of normal business processes. Technology that works the
way you need it to, quickly converting batches of paper documents into information you can use.

Benefits your can expect with Kodak Capture Pro
• Cost Savings: Help eliminate the bottlenecks and
inefficiencies of document preparation and operator
intervention during scanning
• Customer Satisfaction: Streamlined, efficient business
processes empower your decision makers and increase
customer satisfaction
• Increased Productivity: Superior imaging quality and
features that reduce manual data entry and error correction
downstream
• Fast ROI: The ability to leverage existing technology and
investments while building new information capture solutions

Integration is Everything
In today’s connected world, integration and connectivity is everything. Having a
solution that can be integrated into multiple business systems isn’t just a dream,
it’s key to driving productivity.
That’s why Capture Pro has integration into some of the leading document
management, ECM and workflow solutions on the market. The process of digital
transformation does not necessarily have an end goal, rather a constant state of
opportunity that businesses need to capitalize on.
Enterprise-level Automation that Scales with you
For departments that handle paper every day, Capture Pro is easy to use and
easy to afford. Regardless of your size, Capture Pro quickly transforms the data
in your documents into digital information that goes to work for you.
Eliminate repetitive manual work without the limitations of scanning
license click counts that can slow down your processing power. An easy to
implement, subscription based license, allows you to achieve enterprise-level
automation today.
Get in contact with a Capture Pro Specialist to see how we can help
streamline your document capture processes and increase efficiency.

Want to learn more?
AlarisWorld.com
Contact us:
AlarisWorld.com/Go/CapturePro

Kodak Capture Pro integrates with leading
ECM, workflow solutions
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